What’s the magic of real-time video streaming
with hyper-low latency?

A technical overview about streaming infrastructure solutions and transfer protocols.

Development and improvement – two big words united in only one change:
Using Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) Video-Streaming instead of Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Video-Streaming. For a better understanding in how far this
would mean an improvement, the two streaming variants are being compared on the
basis of different features, like the speed of transmission, handling of packet loss, the
provisioned security and pricing.
RTP Video-Streaming seems to come off well, since it delivers up to 100 times faster
than HTTP Video-Streaming does, enables single devices to reconstruct lost packets,
which HTTP Video-Streaming must handle with time-consuming retransmission and less
attractive for hackers.

In everyone´s life there is something that can or even must be improved. Some of these
changes may lie in your own hands- others can just be optimized by technological
development. Even today the transmission of audio, video or metadata affects your
safety, your mobility and certainly your free time.
For safety it is about surveillance cameras that help the security or police officers by
detecting dangerous situations and prevent worse. Regarding your mobility, it is about
connected or even autonomous driving. Assuming that you spend some time of your free
time with following sport games or other live broadcasted events, going to concerts or just
being connected with others over LTE 4G/5G or Wi-Fi based applications. All of these
activities can be optimized by a faster transmission. By making the transmission of video,
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audio or telemetric data faster, personalized and more commercial, we want to improve
your life.
To make a faster and enhanced transmission of data possible, the HTTP-VideoStreaming needs to transit into RTP Video-Streaming. Streaming is all about transporting
audio, video or metadata across the public internet without specified length. This transport
can be implemented by different protocols:
•

HTTP Video-Streaming enables Live-Streaming and uses the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

•

RTP Video-Streaming enables Real-Time-Streaming and relies on the Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP) and User Data Protocol (UDP).

With RTP Video-Streaming the original HD- Serial Digital Interface video feeds from the
camera are put through high speed encoders and then sent to the local Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) server. There, the video streams are being replicated and sent to
respective devices over Wi-Fi or LTE 4G/5G. The servers must be located physically
close to the access network, so that the transmission of large amounts of live media
formats in real time is made possible.
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RTP Video-Streaming can be understood as a transmission from end-to-end in fewer than
300 milliseconds. With a delay of less than 300 milliseconds humans are not able to
recognize the difference between real action and to what they see on their device.
That´s what we call a hyper-low latency!
The enhanced transmission can also be exploited during events, where the captured data
can directly be distributed to the attendees.

The attendees can then choose between several video streams and different angles in
an app and select which one to enlarge in HD. In addition to that, there are several
features like scoreboards, statistics or video on demand content such as player interviews
or route descriptions via Augmented Reality that can be implemented to the app.
The usage of the app can be monetized by the venue owner by selling it or making the
visitors pay directly for the service. For example, at Shanghai International Circuit World,
where the application was used by the visitors, 69% of the participants stated that they
would pay an extra fee for the extra value and the accompanying low fee.
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By giving visitors insights in inaccessible areas and the option to choose and vary the
angle of viewing, it turns every event into an extraordinary experience. Customers will be
more than willing to rely and stick to you as an organizer, providing such a great and
unique experience for all of them.
Entering the market to such an innovative way of broadcasting enables new
opportunities regarding the area of sponsors and involvement. Making any kind of
event more attractive and popular with that boosting technology, it can work as a door
opener to new areas of appearance and attendance.
For a better understanding in how far the transmission process changes by replacing
HTTP Video-Streaming by RTP Video-Streaming the differences between these two
streaming variants will be disclosed in the following.
One of the most obvious differences between HTTP- and RTP Video-Streaming is the
speed of transmitting the real action to the end users device. In RTP Video-Streaming the
processed video units are much smaller than the ones in HTTP Video-Streaming. The
MEC server just stores and processes a few milliseconds video length before sending
them to the end user device. It is more focused on packet forwarding, and not on web
server caches like HTTP Video-Streaming is. By keeping the MEC server close to the
access network a hyper low-latency of 0,3 seconds can be achieved. In comparison,
the HTTP stream is routed through several HTTP caching servers and it takes the stream
about 10-30 seconds (depending on the size of the video unit) to reach the end users
device.

When it comes to the handling of packet loss, HTTP Video-Streaming relies on the
transport of all bytes to the end users device. In case of missing packets there will be a
time out, when the end device waits for the missing one. RTP Video-Streaming, in
comparison, reacts on a missing packet with Forward Error Correction (FEC), where
the missing packets are being re-constructed. When there is a missing packet in only
one end user’s device, the FEC works as follows:
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First the camera signal is being encoded by an encoder. With RTP Video-Streaming
prioritizing hyper low-latency, it is more focused on providing a dedicated hardware
encoder and not relying on a software encoding. A modern hardware encoder runs 4K
videos with an H.265 high encoding profile in less than 0,15 seconds delay. After
encoding the stream unreliable internet transmission is used and losses of packets may
occur. To avoid any packet losses, lastly the decoder reconstructs the originally encoded
stream and transmits the complete stream to the end users device. The decoder is
implemented in every end users device –varying its quality and thereby affecting the
quality of the reconstructed stream. HTTP Video-Streaming does not offer a solution for
packet loss reconstruction for broadcasting to end user devices and is thereby limited to
unicast cases.
The procedure for protecting content is similar between the two streaming variants.
HTTP Video-Streaming trusts in security features, typically called Digital Rights
Management. Designed for a web browser playback, it is quite hard to secure a stream.
RTP Video-Streaming relies on the same encryption algorithms. Because the value of
RTP Video-Streaming is based on the transmission of data in Real-Time, the value of the
transmitted content diminishes in value after a few minutes. Consequently, the threat of
complex hacker scenarios decreases.
Last but not least, the two streaming variants also vary in their pricing.
HTTP Video-Streaming claims some cents per terabyte of traffic carried across their
Content Delivery Network (CDN) infrastructure per month. Consequently, it is a purely
demand based pricing model, which makes a prior calculation of the costs nearly
impossible.
Relying on multicasting or broadcasting, RTP Video-Streaming allows a flat rate model.
Thereby the costs are dominated by a one-time investment and not by ongoing trafficdependent costs. The costs detach from the amount of end users and their consumption
and get more predictable. If it is not necessary for you to resort to the broadcast mode,
it will usually depend on the amounts of channels you are leading.
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Being enlightened about the deviation of HTTP Video-Streaming and RTP VideoStreaming in these areas, everyone can decide on its own, which one to work with.

Smart Mobile Labs decided to be part of the technological development and uses RTP
Video-Streaming as basis for all their offered products.
We take the view that implementing RTP Video-Streaming may boost every kind of
experience and expand the possibilities of participating by making the digital experience
more real and intense.
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About Smart Mobile Labs
Smart Mobile Labs is the global leader in real-time many-to-many video transmissions.
With its core technology EVO (Edge Video Orchestrator), the company enables secure,
dynamic and high-quality distribution of video, audio and data streams over the mobile
network – with a hyper-low latency of 1 millisecond.
Smart Mobile Labs uses its unique technology to create unprecedented solutions for
sports & event venues, public safety and connected cars. In these areas, the startup is a
partner for international brands, such as Nokia. The company was founded in 2013 and
is headquartered in Munich, Germany. www.smartmobilelabs.com
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